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String moduli ination: an overviewMihele Cioli1 and Fernando Quevedo2;31 Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestrasse, 22607 Hamburg, Germany.2 DAMTP, University of Cambridge, Wilberfore Road, Cambridge CB3 0WA, UK.3 Abdus Salam ICTP, Strada Costiera 11, Trieste 34014, Italy.E-mail: mihele.ioli�desy.de, F.Quevedo�damtp.am.a.ukAbstrat. We present an overview of inationary models derived from string theoryfousing mostly on losed string moduli as inatons. After a detailed disussion of the�-problem and di�erent approahes to address it, we desribe possible ways to obtain ade Sitter vauum with all losed string moduli stabilised. We then look for inationarydiretions and present some of the most promising senarios where the inatons areeither the real or the imaginary part of K�ahler moduli. We pay partiular attentionon extrating potential observable impliations, showing how most of the senariospredit negligible gravitational waves and ould therefore be ruled out by the Planksatellite. We onlude by briey mentioning some open hallenges in string osmologybeyond deriving just ination.Submitted to: Class. Quantum Grav.
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String moduli ination: an overview 21. Ination and string theoryThere are several reasons for trying to derive inationary models from an ultra-violetomplete theory suh as string theory [1℄. Some of the main motivations are:� Ination generially involves energy sales whih are muh higher than those ofordinary partile phenomenology, and so osmology seems to be more promising todiretly probe string-related physis (unless the string sale is around the TeV sothat the LHC an put string theory to experimental test [2℄).� The vast majority of inationary models are based on the existene of very shallowsalar potentials whih give rise to extremely light salar masses, m� � H.However, salar masses are notoriously sensitive to mirosopi details sine theygenerially get large ontributions when the short-distane setor of the theory isintegrated out. Due to this UV-sensitivity of ination (often alled `�-problem' [3℄),model building an be trusted only via the knowledge of its UV ompletion.� String theory has many non-trivial onstraints to model building, in the sense thatsome signals seem to be generi in string-derived e�etive Lagrangians, while otherslook very diÆult to derive. Therefore an observation of these unlikely signals wouldstrongly onstrain inationary model-building in string theory. Two main examplesare tensor modes and non-gaussianities sine many, but not all, string inationarymodels, predit a very small amount for these two inationary observables [4, 5℄.� The number of known �eld theoreti models of ination ould be largely reduedand restrited by the requirement of sensible embedding into string theory.� It is reasonable to expet that ination ombined with partile physis will help usto understand whih vauum of the string landsape we live in, sheding also somelight on the partiular mehanism through whih we end up there.� A omplete understanding of reheating requires the knowledge of all the relevantdegrees of freedom at inationary energies in order to make sure that too muhenergy is not lost into hidden setor partiles [6, 7℄.� Given that the hoie of speial initial onditions is ruial for most of the availableinationary models, the knowledge of the full mirosopi theory might help toaddress the origin of these initial onditions.� Partiular inationary models derived from string theory predit purely stringysignals that annot arise in any low-energy �eld theory. A primary example isosmi strings [8℄ whih get formed at the end of brane/anti-brane ination [9, 10℄.2. Ination and UV-sensitivityIn this setion we shall illustrate the origin of the �-problem in generi supergravitypotentials fousing on the simplest ase of an inaton whih we take as a real salar



String moduli ination: an overview 3�eld ' ('2 = j�j2 for a anonially normalised omplex salar �) in a 4D N = 1supergravity. The inationary potential is given by the F -term salar potential:VF = eK=M2P �Ki�jDiWD�jW � 3jW j2M2P � : (1)Expanding the fator eK for K = '2 and keeping the three leading order terms in (1),we an rewrite the inationary potential as:V = �1 + '2M2P + '42M4P �V0('); (2)and then ompute its �rst and seond derivatives:V 0 = � 2'M2P + 2'3M4P �V0 + �1 + '2M2P + '42M4P �V 00 ;V 00 = � 2M2P + 6'2M2P �V0 + 2� 2'M2P + 2'3M4P �V 00 + �1 + '2M2P + '42M4P �V 000 :We shall assume that an appropriate mehanism ensures the atness of the potentialV0('), so that the orresponding slow-roll onditions are satis�ed:�0 � M2P2 �V 00V0�2 � 1 and �0 �M2P V 000V0 � 1: (3)De�ning x � '=MP , we then obtain for the total slow-roll parameter �:� �M2P V 00V = �0 + 4x(1 + x2)1 + x2 + x4=2p2�0 + 2 1 + 3x21 + x2 + x4=2 : (4)Let us analyse this result separately for the two di�erent kinds of inationary models:� Small-�eld inationary models: '�MP , x� 1. The expression (4) beomes:� ' �0 + 4xp2�0 + 2 ' O(1); (5)and so the slow-roll onditions are violated. In order to have � � 1 we should startwith �0 � �2 + �̂ with �̂ � 1 whih generally requires �ne-tuning of order 1%.� Large-�eld inationary models: ' � MP , x � 1. Even though naively for thisase the expression (4) beomes:� ' �0 + 8xp2�0 + 12x2 � 1; (6)higher order operators in the potential (2) beome more and more important andthe series of higher order operators will give rise to a ontribution to the potentiallarger than M4P even if V0 � M4P . In this ase, generi string or Plank-saleorretions beome signi�ant. This is just an indiation that the series in '=MPis not well de�ned if '�MP and the e�etive �eld theory (EFT) is not valid.We stress that for small �eld inationary models, the EFT is under ontrol, and so higherorder operators are less and less important but they an still give rise to large O(1)orretions to � (see (5)). On the other hand, for large �eld models, the ontributionto � from dimension 6 and 8 operators are both still muh less than unity (see (6)),



String moduli ination: an overview 4but it is inonsistent to onsider just these operators sine higher dimensional ones willbe even more important. Thus the situation is even more ompliated for large �eldination, sine one has to hek that higher order operators are not generated not justto preserve ination but also to have a onsistent EFT. Notie also that a anonialK�ahler potential naturally brings the potential to large values that invalidate the EFTindependent of any expansion, due to the exponential dependene of V on K.Hene we realised that ination is even more UV-sensitive in the ase of modelswith �' � MP , but why are we interested in this regime? In order to get observablegravity waves from ination, sine Lyth derived the following bound [11℄:�'MP ' � r0:1�1=2 ; (7)whih an be easily derived realling the de�nition of the number of e-foldings Ne andthe ratio between the amplitude of the tensor and salar perturbations r:Ne = 1M2P Z VV 0 d' and r = TS = 16� = 8M2P �V 0V �2 ; (8)whih imply: �Ne = 1M2P VV 0�' ) �'MP = MP V 0V �Ne = �Nerr8 : (9)Substituting in (9) the value �Ne ' 5 for the sales relevant for the measurement ofr, we obtain the bound (7). Notie that �' orresponds to �Ne ' 5, and so �'orresponding to �Ne ' 50� 60 is even bigger. The present observational limit on r isr < 0:2 and the foreasts for future osmologial observations are r � 0:1 by the ESAsatellite PLANCK, r � 0:01 by the balloon experiments SPIDER, EPIC and BICEP,and r � 0:001 by the planned NASA satellite CMBPol [12, 13℄.Hene we need a trans-plankian �eld range during ination to see gravity waves.Notie that the value of r �xes also the inationary sale Minf sine Minf 'MGUT r1=4,and so an observation of r would orrespond to a diret test of GUT-sale physis.We onlude this setion by stressing that in order to solve the �-problem we needtwo mehanisms: one to obtain a at potential, i.e. �0 � 1, and the other to protetthe atness of this potential against dangerous higher order operators. If the �-problemis present, a 1% �ne-tuning will be needed. This is not desirable but, if possible, is notmuh tuning. A non-trivial question is if the �ne-tuning is ahievable and omputablein string models. A better output would be to �nd mehanisms in string theory thatavoid the �ne-tuning.3. The �-problem in string inationString ompati�ations are haraterised by the ubiquitous presene of moduli whih,after moduli stabilisation, emerge as natural good andidates for inaton �elds. Fousingon single-�eld slow roll ination, there are two broad lasses of string inationary modelsaording to the origin of the inaton �eld [14℄:



String moduli ination: an overview 5(i) Open string models [9, 10, 18℄;(ii) Closed string models [15, 16, 17℄.In this setion we shall review how the �-problem is solved in eah lass of models,showing how losed string models are more promising than the ones based on openmoduli sine, in the latter ase, slow-roll an be ahieved only via �ne-tuning.3.1. Open string modelsThe inaton is a brane position modulus that parameterises the separation between twobranes or a brane and an anti-brane [9, 10, 18℄. In this lass of models it is hard to geta at potential sine �0 � O(1) but one an obtain �0 � 1 by means of warping.However there is no symmetry that protets the inaton potential from getting largeontributions from higher order operators. Let us see this in the illustrative example ofD3/D3-brane ination [10℄. The K�ahler potential for the inaton ', whih gives thedistane between the D3 and D3-brane, and the volume modulus T is:K = �3 ln ��T + �T �� �''� : (10)The volume mode is �xed following the KKLT proedure [19℄: T + �T = h�T + �T �i.Therefore the K�ahler potential (10) an be expanded as:K = �3 ln"h�T + �T �i 1� ���h�T + �T�i!# = K0 + 3 ���h�T + �T�i ; (11)where we de�ned K0 � �3 lnh�T + �T �i. The anonially normalised inaton �eld is� = p3'qh(T+�T)i , and so also the F -term salar potential an be expanded as:VF = eK0U(')e �'' ' eK0U(')�1 + �''M2P � ; (12)with the last term in parenthesis giving rise to a large orretion to �, Æ� � O(1). Thusination an be ahieved only by means of �ne-tuning. A great e�ort has been madein order to make sure this �ne-tuning is atually possible in string models [20℄. Thisillustrates not only how diÆult it is to obtain proper inationary potentials in thisway, but also the level of sophistiation of string theoreti models whih an addressthis point in expliitly alulations.Moreover it is very hard to get large tensor modes due to bounds on �eld ranges. Letus see the reason following a simple argument. Calling x the radial position of the braneand L the harateristi size of the Calabi-Yau: VolCY = L6, we have the geometribound �x < L. The anonially normalised inaton �eld is ' = M2s x implying that:�'MP = �xM2sMP < LM2sMP : (13)The string sale is related to the 4D Plank sale by dimensional redution:Ms = MPpVolCYM6s = MPL3M3s ; ) MP =M4sL3: (14)



String moduli ination: an overview 6Substituting (14) in (13) we end up with:�'MP < LM2sL3M4s = � 1LMs�2 ; (15)but in order to trust the EFT we need L� ls = M�1s whih implies LMs � 1, and so�'�MP . Note that this bound holds also for the warped ase [4℄.3.2. Closed string modelsThe inaton is either the real or the imaginary part of a losed string modulus[15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄. The relevant 4D losed moduli of type IIB Calabi-Yauorientifold ompati�ations with D3=D7-branes and O3=O7-planes are:Ti = �i + i b+i ; �i = Vol(Di); b+i = ZDi C4; i = 1; :::; h+1;1;Gj = j � iSb�j ; j = ZD̂j C2; b�j = ZD̂j B2; j = 1; :::; h�1;1;where Di denotes divisors of the internal three-fold, C2 and C4 are respetively theRamond-Ramond 2- and 4-form, and B2 is the Neveu Shwarz-Neveu Shwarz 2-form.Notie that the Hodge numbers split under the orientifold ation as h1;1 = h+1;1 + h�1;1,and we negleted the axio-dilaton S and the omplex struture moduli U sine theyaquire large masses mS;U ' m3=2 & H via bakground uxes [27℄.3.2.1. Real part of T-moduli Examples of inaton andidates whih are the real partof the K�ahler moduli are blow-up 4-yles [16℄, �bration moduli [17℄ and the volumemode V [25℄. In this ase it is possible to get �0 � 1 due to the no-sale struture of thethe K�ahler potential if h+1;1 > 1 and keeping V �xed during ination, in the sense thatthe inaton is a ombination of the K�ahler moduli orthogonal to the volume mode. Inthis way the presene of inaton-dependent higher order operators an be avoided.Let us be more preise. The tree-level K�ahler potential with the leading order �0orretion reads [28℄:K = K0 + ÆK(�0) = �2 ln V + �2g3=2s ! ' �2 lnV � �g3=2s V ; (16)with � / (h1;2�h1;1)(2�)3 � O(1), while the tree-level ux-generated superpotential is just aonstant one the S and U -moduli have been integrated out: W = W0. It is ruial tonotie that W0 does not depend on the T -moduli. K0 is of no-sale type, meaning that:Xi;�j Ki�j0 K0;iK0;�j = 3; (17)whih in turn implies that at tree-level all the � -diretions are at sine:V = eK  XU;S K���D�WD�� �W +XT Ki�j0 DiWD�j �W � 3jW j2!= eKXU;S K���D�WD�� �W � 0: (18)



String moduli ination: an overview 7The U -moduli and the axio-dilaton S are �xed supersymmetrially by imposingDSW =DUW = 0 and the remaining potential for the T -moduli vanishes.The leading order �0 orretion ÆK(�0) ' � �g3=2s V breaks the no-sale struture butlifting only the volume diretion. This implies that �h+1;1 � 1� diretions are still at,and so are natural inaton andidates.Moreover the tree-level K�ahler potential K0 = �2 lnV also depends only on apartiular ombination of the moduli whih is the volume mode. Thus it is possible toevade the �-problem sine no inaton-dependent higher order operator gets generatedfrom expanding the prefator eK of the N = 1 F -term salar potential.The next question to ask is if there are further perturbative orretions that mightbreak the no-sale struture. The answer is yes and they are string loop orretions tothe K�ahler potential [29, 30, 31℄:K = K0 + ÆK(�0) + ÆK(gs): (19)These orretions arise from 1-loop proesses involving open strings strething fromtwo di�erent staks of D7=D3-branes. These proesses an also be interpreted as thetree-level exhange of losed strings arrying Kaluza-Klein momentum. Therefore thedependene on the K�ahler moduli of these gs orretions for an arbitrary Calabi-Yauhas been onjetured to be ÆK(gs) � m�2KK=V [30℄ z, where m�2KK gives the saling of the2-point funtion in string frame, while the inverse power of the volume aounts for theWeyl resaling from string to 4D Einstein frame. The Kaluza-Klein sale an be writtenin terms of the K�ahler moduli if we denote with t the volume of the 2-yle transverseto the 4-yle wrapped by the D7-brane: mKK �Ms=` �Ms=t1=2.Thus we end up with a orretion dangerously larger than the leading order �0 one:ÆK(gs) �Xi tiV > ÆK(�0) � 1V ; (20)sine we need eah ti � 1 in order to trust the EFT approah. This implies that all� -diretion might be lifted instead of just the volume one.However this naive expetation turns out to be wrong sine there is a generianellation in the salar potential of the leading order ontribution of the gs orretionssuh that ÆV(�0) > ÆV(gs) even if ÆK(�0) < ÆK(gs). This anellation, named `extendedno-sale struture' [31℄, is a property of the EFT that is ruial to solve the �-problem.Let us be a bit more preise about this anellation. It an be shown that inthe presene of a generi orretion to K, K = K0 + ÆK, and a onstant tree-levelsuperpotential, W = W0, if ÆK is a homogeneous funtion in the t-moduli of degreen = �2, then at leading order ÆV = 0 [31℄. This statement an be proven by expandingthe inverse K�ahler metri K�1 = (K0 + ÆK)�1 and then using the homogeneity ansatz.In suh a way, the salar potential an be expanded as:V = V0 + V1 + V2 + :::; (21)z Exat omputations are possible only for simple toroidal orientifolds [29℄. However this onjeturehas passed several low-energy tests [31℄.



String moduli ination: an overview 8where V0 = 0 due to the well-known no-sale struture, whereas:V1 = �14W 20V2 n (n + 2) ÆK; (22)whih vanishes for n = �2 giving rise to the extended no-sale struture, and:V2 = W 20V2 Xi �2K0�� 2i : (23)Notie that the gs orretion (20) is indeed a homogeneous funtion of the t-moduli ofdegree n = �2 sine the volume sales as V � t3. Moreover the �rst non-vanishingontribution to the salar potential sales as V2 � 1= (V3t), and so for t� 1 it is indeedsubleading with respet to the �0 ontribution whih behaves like V(�0) � 1=V3.Let us now illustrate these onepts in the simple ase of just one modulus:V = � 3=2 = t3 with t = p� . The superpotential is a onstant W = W0 while theK�ahler potential inluding the leading �0 and gs orretions looks like (with �̂ � �=g3=2s ):K = �2 lnV � �̂V + p�V : (24)The orresponding F -term salar potential beomes:V = 0 + �̂W 20V3 + 0 � W 20p�V3 + W 20p�V3 + W 20� 3=2V3 : (25)The �rst vanishing ontribution is due to the no-sale struture, the seond term givesthe leading �0 orretion, the seond vanishing piee is the extended no-sale, the fourthterm represents the leading gs orretion, while the last term gives the subleading stringloop ontribution. It is now lear that ÆV(�0) > ÆV(gs) sine ÆV(gs)=ÆV(�0) = ��1=2 � 1.The extended no-sale struture admits a low-energy interpretation in terms of theColeman-Weinberg potential [32℄:ÆV1�loop ' 0 � �4 + �2 STr �M2�+ STr�M4 ln�M2�2 �� ; (26)where the ut-o� is given by the Kaluza-Klein sale:� = MKK ' Ms� 1=4 ' MPV2=3 ; and STr �M2� ' m23=2 'M2P =V2: (27)Notie that the �rst term in (26) is vanishing in any supersymmetri theory with thesame number of bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedom. The volume saling of theColeman-Weinberg potential therefore turns out to be:ÆV1�loop ' 0 � 1V8=3 + 1V10=3 + 1V4 ; (28)whih mathes exatly the saling of the string loop orretions in (25) one we makethe substitution � = V2=3:ÆV(gs) ' 0 � p�V3 + 1p�V3 + 1� 3=2V3 ' 0 � 1V8=3 + 1V10=3 + 1V4 : (29)



String moduli ination: an overview 9From this very general analysis of all the possible orretions to the salar potential,we learnt that the inationary potential an be generated in two ways:(i) via string loops like in the `Fibre ination' model [17℄;(ii) via tiny non-perturbative e�ets like in the `Blow-up ination' model [16℄. In thisase the superpotential gets non-perturbative orretions of the form:W = W0 +Xi Ai e�aiTi; (30)whih an then be used to generate the inationary potential but only if thereare no loop orretions sine they tend to dominate the non-perturbative e�ets inthe inationary region: ÆV(gs) � ÆVnp. A possible way-out to avoid the preseneof open string loop orretions x would be to generate the inationary potentialvia ED3 instantons instead of gaugino ondensation on D7-branes, but one shouldthen arefully hek if a high enough inationary sale ould also be obtained.3.2.2. Imaginary part of T-moduli Examples of inaton andidates whih are theimaginary part of the K�ahler moduli are the C4-, C2- or B2-axions. Exept for theB2-axions, their ation enjoys a shift symmetry a ! a +  whih is broken only non-perturbatively [34℄. This implies that the tree-level K�ahler potential does not depend onthe axion �eld a, providing a nie mehanism to forbid the appearane of higher orderoperators from the expansion of the prefator eK of the F -term salar potential.This is of ourse not enough to solve the �-problem sine one has still to explainwhy �0 �M2PV 000 =V0 � 1. Here are some possible attempts:i) Trying to use just one C4-axion as the inaton, it turns out that �0 � 1 only foran axion deay onstant larger than MP , and so the potential is not at enough.ii) �0 � 1 an be obtained without requiring trans-plankian axion deay onstants byonsidering a raetrak superpotential like in the `Raetrak ination' models [15℄.Inationary slow-roll an be ahieved along a C4-axion diretion lose to a saddlepoint only by means of �ne-tuning and no observable gravity waves get produed.iii) �0 � 1 an also be obtained for sub-plankian axion deay onstants by usingN C4-axions whih ombine together to give the inaton diretion like in the `N-ation' model [21℄ where r turns out to be large k. However this model is veryhard to realise sine the real parts of the T -moduli have to be �xed at an energymuh larger than the axion potential. Moreover having a salar potential (andnot the superpotential) as a sum of exponentials is a very strong assumption forsupergravity ations.iv) The �-problem an be solved with the help of monodromy by hoosing a C2-axionas the inaton like in the `Axion monodromy' model [23, 24℄. The inaton travelsa trans-plankian distane in �eld spae leading to observable gravity waves.x Subleading losed string loop e�ets [33℄ are likely to depend only on the volume mode.k See also [22℄ for a model with N C2-axions.



String moduli ination: an overview 104. Inationary model building for losed moduliWe shall follow a two-step strategy in order to build promising string inationary models:A) Find a de Sitter vauum with all losed string moduli stabilised so that the e�etive�eld theory and the whole salar potential are under ontrol;B) Look for inationary diretions {.4.1. Moduli stabilisationThe �rst histori example with all geometri moduli �xed is the KKLT senario [19℄where K and W take the form:K = K0 = �2 lnV; W = W0 + h1;1Xi Ai e�aiTi ; (31)and all K�ahler moduli are stabilised non-perturbatively. Despite all its fundamentalahievements, this senario exhibits some problems:(i) Need to �ne-tune W0 suh that W0 � Wnp � e�a� . This �ne-tuning guaranteesthe presene of a minimum and the fat that one an safely neglet perturbativeorretions to the K�ahler potential sine:Vnp � eKW0Wnp; Vp � eKW 20Kp ) VnpVp � WnpW0Kp � 1Kp � 1; (32)given that Kp = ÆK(�0) � V�1 � 1 for V � 1. However for natural values ofW0 � O(1)�Wnp this is not true anymore.(ii) Need non-perturbative e�ets for eah 4-yle and this is very hard to get. In fat,Wnp gets de�nitely generated only for rigid yles, and in addition there is a tensionbetween instanton e�ets and the presene of hirality [37℄.(iii) Need to add D3-branes to up-lift the initial AdS minimum to dS. However in thisway supersymmetry is broken expliitly with some debates about the possibility towork in a supersymmetri framework.A solution to all these problems is provided by the LARGE Volume Senario (LVS)[38℄ whih is an extension and a generalisation of the KKLT set-up. No �ne-tuning ofthe bakground uxes is neessary, so W0 � O(1), and perturbative orretions to Khave to be taken into aount. Let us desribe the simplest version of the LVS withh1;1 = 2 for ompati�ations on a orientifold of the Calabi-Yau P4[1;1;1;6;9℄(18). Thevolume reads V = � 3=2b � � 3=2s . The N = 1 F -term salar potential an be derived from:K = �2 ln�� 3=2b � � 3=2s �� �g3=2s V ; W =W0 + As e�asTs; (33)and after axion minimisation (whih sets os (ashbsi) = �1) takes the form:V = p�sa2sA2se�2as�sV � asAsW0�se�as�sV2 + �W 20g3=2s V3 : (34){ For a general analysis of the supergravity onditions for dS vaua see [35℄ while for ination see [36℄.



String moduli ination: an overview 11Notie that we need non-perturbative orretions only in �s whih is a rigid blow-up4-yle [39℄. We an integrate out �s by imposing �V=��s = 0 whih gives as�s ' lnV.Hene (34) simpli�es to:V = �W 20 (lnV)3=2V3 + �W 20g3=2s V3 : (35)Now setting �V=�V = 0 we obtain lnV ' �2=3=gs orresponding to an exponentiallylarge volume minimum loalised at (for gs ' 0:1):�s � g�1s � O(10); V � W0 eas�s � W0 eas=gs � 1: (36)Note that as = 2� in the ase of an ED3 instanton whereas as = 2�=N for gauginoondensation in an SU(N) theory. The minimum is AdS but, ontrary to KKLT, itbreaks SUSY spontaneously. The fat that SUSY is broken an be realised by notiingthat the salar potential (34) sales as V � O(V�3) while the general expression of theF -term salar potential ontains a terms that sales as �3eKjW j2 � O(V�2). This foresalso some DiW to be non-zero so that a anellation in V at order V�2 an be obtained.A detailed alulation reveals that the largest F -term is the one of the volume mode,FTb 6= 0, so that �b is the main responsible for SUSY breaking and its orrespondingfermioni partner is the Goldstino that gets eaten-up by the gravitino [40℄.The D-term salar potential an be used to get a dS vauum [41, 42℄ +. In fatwrapping a D7-brane around �b and turning on a gauge ux on an internal 2-yle, leadsto the following D-term potential:VD = g2 �b �Xi qi �K�'i'i!2 ; (37)where the Fayet-Iliopoulos term is given by (with qb denoting a gauge ux oeÆient):�b = qb�K��b = �32 qb�b : (38)It an be shown that VF fores all hj'iji = 0, and so, realling that g2 = �b=(4�), theD-term salar potential redues to VD ' p=� 3b ' p=V2, whih an be used as a nie up-lifting potential by �ne-tuning the oeÆient p � O(V�1) so that VD also sales as V�3.Notie that in supergravity a non-vanishing D-term an be obtained only if the F -termis also non-zero. This does not happen in KKLT sine the original AdS minimum issupersymmetri, ontrary to the LVS where the AdS minimum breaks SUSY.We �nally point out that in the limitW0 � 1 the LVS vauum redues to the KKLTone, so in this sense the LVS an be seen as a generalisation of the KKLT senario. TheLVS an also be extended to more ompliated topologies allowing the presene of manyrigid blow-up modes with non-perturbative e�ets [40℄:V = � 3=2b �Xj �j� 3=2j : (39)Moreover, as we have already seen, string loop orretions are negligible due to theextended no-sale struture.+ For possible senarios with F -term uplifting see [43℄.



String moduli ination: an overview 124.2. Four-yle moduli as inaton �elds4.2.1. Blow-up ination The minimal �eld ontent for realising `Blow-up ination'is h1;1 = 3 [16℄. The volume is V = ��� 3=21 � 2� 3=22 � 3� 3=23 �, and the K�ahler andsuperpotential read:K = �2 ln V + �g3=2s V! ; W =W0 + A2 e�a2T2 + A3 e�a3T3: (40)The resulting salar potential looks like:V = 3Xi=2 a2iA2i p�iV e�2ai�i � 3Xi=2 aiAiW0 �iV e�ai�i + �W 20g3=2s V3 ; (41)and the minimum is loated at:a2�2 ' a3�3 ' g�1s ; V ' W0p�2 ea2�2 ' W0p�3 ea3�3 : (42)Displaing �2 far from its minimum, this �eld an drive ination while �3 keeps thevolume minimum stable during the inationary dynamis. The potential in terms ofthe anonially normalised inaton �eld '=MP ' � 3=42 =V1=2 takes the form:V ' V0 � � � 'MPV�4=3 e�aV2=3� 'MP �4=3 : (43)In order to get both �� 1 and � � 1 we need V2=3'4=3 �M4=3P , '�MP=V1=2 = Ms.This implies that we are dealing with a small-�eld inationary model that does not yieldobservably large gravity waves: r � 1. On the other hand, the spetral index is in theright region 0:960 < ns < 0:967. It is interesting to notie that ination takes plaeexatly in the region of �eld spae where the EFT an be trusted sine:'� MPV1=2 , � 3=4V1=2MP � MPV1=2 , � 3=4 � 1: (44)The value of the Calabi-Yau volume is �xed by the requirement of generating enoughdensity perturbations, Æ�=� � 10�5, and it turns out to be V � (106 � 107) `6s.A dangerous orretion to this potential omes from string loops whih behave as:ÆV(gs) � 1p�2V3 � 1'2=3V10=3 ; (45)and lead to a orretion to the �-parameter of the form (where V0 � �̂=V3):Æ� �M2P ÆV 00(gs)V0 � 1'8=3V1=3�̂ : (46)This orretion is larger than unity for small �2 sine substituting in (46) the expressionfor the anonially normalised inaton, we end up with Æ� � V=(� 22 �̂)� 1, for �2 � pV.This may be seen as a manifestation of the �-problem in the loop orreted potential. Ifthe brane on�guration is suh that these orretions are absent, then this mehanismworks, otherwise �ne-tuning is needed in order to get slow-roll ination. Notie thatÆ� an beome smaller than unity for larger values of �2 but then ÆV(gs) � ÆV(np) and



String moduli ination: an overview 13the inationary potential is ompletely di�erent sine it would be generated by stringloops instead of non-perturbative e�ets. Moreover, one should make sure not to hitthe walls of the K�ahler one by taking �2 too large. We shall now onsider a di�erentmodel where the inationary potential is indeed generated by string loops.4.2.2. Fibre ination The `Fibre ination' model is realised for Calabi-Yaus whih areK3 �brations over a P1 base with an additional blow-up mode, so that h1;1 = 3 [17℄.The volume is V = ��p�1�2 � 3� 3=23 � while the K�ahler and superpotential read:K = �2 ln V + �g3=2s V! ; W =W0 + A3 e�a3T3 : (47)The resulting salar potential looks like:V = a23A23p�3V e�2a3�3 � a3A3W0 �3V e�a3�3 + �W 20g3=2s V3 ; (48)and depends only on two moduli: �3 and V, whih an be stabilised at �3 � 1=gs andV � W0p�3 ea3�3 . The diretion in the (�1; �2)-plane orthogonal to the volume is stillat, and so it represents a perfet inaton andidate. This diretion an be lifted onlyat subleading order by the inlusion of string loop orretions whih take the form:ÆV(gs) = �Ag2s� 21 � BVp�1 + Cg2s�1V2 �W 20V2 ; (49)where A, B and C are unknown O(1) oeÆients. The potential (49) �xes the K3�bre modulus �1 at �1 � g4=3s V2=3. Working in the (�1; �2)-plane and displaing �1 farfrom its minimum, this �eld an drive ination while �3 keeps the volume minimumstable. The inationary potential in terms of the anonially normalised inaton �eld'=MP ' p3 ln �1=2 looks like (with R � g4s � 1 and � � O(1)):V = �V10=3 �3� 4 e� 'p3MP + e� 4'p3MP +R e 2'p3MP � : (50)The inationary dynamis is better understood dividing the �eld spae in four di�erentregions as indiated in Figure 1 and then analysing eah region separately. Inationtakes plae in region 2 where the dynamis is ompletely dominated by the �rst negativeexponential in (50), and so the inationary potential an very well be approximated as:Vinf ' �V10=3 �3� 4 e� 'p3MP � : (51)The boarder between region 1 and 2 is given by an inetionary point with � = 0whih develops when the seond negative exponential in (50) starts ompeting with the�rst one. The parameter � beomes of the order unity and so ination ends. On theother hand, region 3 is haraterised by the fat that the positive exponential in (50)starts beoming important leading to � � � > 0. We are still in the slow-roll regimebut the spetral index ns = 1 + 2� � 6� beomes larger than unity in ontraditionwith CMB observations. Hene we do not onsider any inationary dynamis in this
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Figure 1. Inationary potential for the `Fibre ination' model.region. Finally the boarder between region 3 and 4 is set by the violation of the slow-rollonditions. Further away in this �nal region fully dominated by the positive exponential,perturbation theory breaks down due to the fat that the K3 �bre modulus �1 beomesextremely large while the 2-yle whih is the basis of the �bration shrinks to zero size.This is a nie example of large �eld ination sine �' � MP . Furthermore, alladjustable parameters enter only in the prefator of the inationary potential, makingthis model very preditive and leading to an interesting relation between r and ns:r ' 6 (ns � 1)2 : (52)The predition for the osmologial observables is ns ' 0:97 and r ' 0:005. Theinationary sale is �xed by the requirement of generating the observed densityperturbations, and sets V � 104`6s orresponding to Ms 'MGUT � 1016 GeV.Contrary to `Blow-up ination', this mehanism does not su�er from the �-problemin the sense that no O(1) orretions to � arise at loop level. Being a large �eld model,loop orretions are suppressed by the size of the �eld and are naturally small. The�-problem is absent beause the supergravity potential being almost no-sale is notgeneri, while the arguments used regarding the �-problem assume a generi K�ahlerpotential. There is also a symmetry enhanement in the limit of in�nite volume.4.3. Axions as inaton �eldsAs we have already pointed out, the ation of an axion �eld a enjoys a shift symmetrya ! a +  whih is perturbatively exat. Hene no axion-dependent dimension 6 MP -suppressed operator of the form V a2=M2P an arise, singling out the axion as a naturalinaton andidate in relation to this nie partial solution of the �-problem.4.3.1. Single axion A typial axion potential is given by:V (a) = �4�1� os� afa�� ; (53)



String moduli ination: an overview 15where fa denotes the axion deay onstant whih sets its oupling to gauge bosons:L ' 12 ��a ��a+ afa Z F ^ F: (54)In the ase of C4-axions bi = R�i C4, where �i is an internal 4-yle, the axion potentialmight be generated by a stringy instanton wrapping �i. As we have already seen, thesuperpotential for the LVS is W =W0 + As e�asTs with Ts = �s + ibs, and so the salarpotential in units of MP beomes (ignoring �0 orretions):V = a2sA2sp�s e�2as�sV � asAsW0 �s e�as�sV2 os (asbs) : (55)We an therefore reprodue a potential of the form (53) with the sale � given by:�4 � e�as�sM4PV2 � M4PV3 ) � � MPV3=4 : (56)The slow-roll parameters for the axion potential (53) look like:� = M2P2f 2a sin2 (a=fa)(1� os (a=fa))2 ' �MPfa �2 ; (57)� = M2Pf 2a os (a=fa)1� os (a=fa) ' �MPfa �2 : (58)showing how � ' � ' (MP=fa)2 � 1 only if fa �MP , but this is never the ase. Thuswe realise that the potential of a single axion is not at enough to drive ination.4.3.2. Raetrak ination The `Raetrak ination' models were the �rst expliitexamples of losed string ination [15℄. They were both realised in the ontext of theKKLT senario with one and two K�ahler moduli respetively. In the �rst senario thesingle-�eld KKLT framework is modi�ed by inluding a raetrak superpotential [44℄:W = W0 + A1 e�a1T + A2 e�a2T : (59)The salar potential has a saddle point in the diretion of the axion omponent of T .By a tuning of the parameters of order 0:1%, the region lose to the saddle point an bemade at enough to allow (topologial eternal [45℄) ination. The main observationalimpliations are a spetral index ns ' 0:95 and negligible tensor modes (r � 10�12).Very similar physial impliations are obtained in the improved `Raetrak ination'senario. In this ase the Calabi-Yau manifold has two K�ahler moduli T1 and T2 withK�ahler and superpotential of the form:K = �2 ln�� 3=21 � � 3=22 � ; W =W0 + A1 e�a1T1 + A2 e�a2T2 : (60)In this ase there are two axion-like �elds and there is muh less room to play withthe parameters. However ination is also obtained in one of the axioni diretions.The amount of �ne-tuning is similar to the single �eld ase as well as all the physialimpliations. In partiular the value of the spetral index �ts perfetly well within theexperimentally allowed window.Both these senarios were important to realise ination in a onrete string modeleven if the amount of �ne-tuning of the underlying parameters is signi�ant.



String moduli ination: an overview 164.3.3. N-ation The �rst inationary senario based on more than one axion, say forde�niteness N of them, is the `N-ation' model [21℄. The total ation takes the form:L ' NXi=1 �12 (�ai)2 � �4�1� os�aifa��� : (61)The equations of motion �ai + 3Hai = ��V=�ai imply that eah axion evolvesindependently. However fousing on the olletive motion of the N axions we obtain:� ' �MPfa �2 1N2 ; � = �MPfa � 1N ; (62)whih gives rise to the possibility to get � � 1 and � � 1 for fa � MP if N � 1.Moreover one an get large tensor modes even if eah single axion travels a sub-plankiandistane in �eld spae: �'a �MP .The main obstale against the realisation of suh a multiple axion inationarysenario is the need to �x all the real parts of the T -moduli at an energy larger than theaxion potential: V (�)� V (a),m� � ma. This is the only way to avoid the presene ofdangerous steep diretions along whih the �eld would quikly roll down destroying theinationary dynamis. However in general the non-perturbative e�ets used to generatethe axion potential give also a mass to the 4-yle moduli of the same order of magnitude:m� � ma. For example fousing again on the LVS, m�s � mbs � MP=V � m3=2. Thusone should try to �x all the � 's perturbatively, whih is a hard task without invoking�ne-tuning. Another issue is that one should hek that these axions do not get eaten-upby any Green-Shwarz mehanism.4.3.4. Axion monodromy The �rst example of a single axion with a at potentialand �'a � MP has been provided by the `Axion monodromy' model [23℄. The key-ingredient to obtain a trans-plankian motion for a �eld like an axion whih is periodiwith period given by its deay onstant: 'a ! 'a + fa, is to use monodromy, i.e.studying how the axion behaves when it turns around a singularity.In the ase of D5-branes wrapping a 2-yle �2 of size Vol (�2) = L22, the ationfor the axion b = R�2 B2 is:SD5DBI � � 1gs ZM4��2 d6�pdet (G+B) = � 1gs Z d4xp�gqL42 + b2: (63)At large b, the potential an be approximated as V � �3bf = �3', beoming linear inthe anonially normalised inaton '. The D5-brane breaks the shift symmetry andgives a non-periodi ontribution as b ! b + f . Thus V undergoes a monodromy that`unwraps' the axion irle. However b appears also in the tree-level K�ahler potential K0,and so it is not a good inaton andidate due to the presene of higher order operators.A better andidate is the C2-axion  = R�2 C2 sine it does not appear in K0.Wrapping an NS5-brane around �2, the potential for the axion  looks like:SNS5 � � 1gs Z d4xp�gqL42 + g2s2: (64)



String moduli ination: an overview 17Again at large , the potential an be approximated as V () � , beoming linear in theanonially normalised inaton. The inlusion of non-perturbative e�ets in the K�ahlerpotential from an ED1 instanton wrapping �2 gives rise to a osine modulation:V � �3'+ �4 os�'f � : (65)One needs again to �x the real parts of the T -moduli at a higher sale to avoid apossible destabilisation of the inationary potential, whih an be done using warping.The spetral index is ns ' 0:975 and, due to a trans-plankian �eld range, �' ' 11MP ,observable tensor modes with r ' 0:07 get produed. Moreover the osine modulationgives ripples in the power-spetrum [46℄ and resonant non-gaussianities [47℄. Howeverthis very promising inationary model is missing a fully onsistent ompat example.5. Open issues beyond inationThere are several open hallenges in string osmology beyond deriving just losed moduliination. In this setion we shall just briey mention some of them:� Study of pre- and re-heating whih is at the moment available only for brane-antibrane ination [6℄ and K�ahler moduli ination [7℄.� Study of �nite-temperature orretions to the moduli potential from the thermalbath. In this way one �nds a maximal temperature Tmax that sets an upper boundon the reheat temperature, TRH < Tmax, to avoid a deompati�ation limit. Inthe KKLT ase Tmax �pm3=2MP � 1010 GeV for m3=2 � 1 TeV [48℄, while for theLVS ase, Tmax � �m33=2MP�1=4 � 107 GeV [49℄. It would also be interesting to�nd a model where �nite-temperature orretions generate a late epoh of thermalination [50℄ whih might be needed to eliminate relis in the later Universe.� Study of the post-inationary (non)-thermal history of the moduli. It is importantto follow the moduli evolution in the presene of thermal orretions [51℄, and thenstudy their late time deay with the possible prodution of nie astrophysial signals[52℄ or non-thermal dark matter [53℄.� Derivation of inationary senarios whih allow TeV-sale supersymmetry solvingthe generi tension between osmology and partile phenomenology [54℄. The originof this tension an be illustrated expressing the inationary sale as Minf = V 1=4 'pHMP and notiing that the salar potential in the KKLT and LVS ases sale as:VKKLT ' m23=2M2P ; VLV S ' m33=2MP : (66)Thus for KKLT: m3=2 � H � M2inf=MP while for LVS: m3=2 � H2=3M1=3P �M4=3inf =M1=3P . The requirement of generating the density perturbations, Æ�=� � 10�5,generially sets Minf �MGUT , whih implies Msoft � m3=2 � 1 TeV.
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